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Abstract Carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP) com-
posites are extremely attractive in the manufacturing of
structural and functional components in the aircraft
manufacturing field due to their outstanding properties,
such as good fatigue resistance, high specific stiffness/
strength, and good shock absorption. However, because of
their inherent anisotropy, low interlamination strength, and
abrasive characteristics, CFRP composites are considered
difficult-to-cut materials and are prone to generating
serious hole defects, such as delamination, tearing, and
burrs. The advanced longitudinal–torsional coupled ultra-
sonic vibration assisted drilling (LTC-UAD) method has a
potential application for drilling CFRP composites. At
present, LTC-UAD is mainly adopted for drilling metal
materials and rarely for CFRP. Therefore, this study
analyzes the kinematic characteristics and the influence of
feed rate on the drilling performance of LTC-UAD.
Experimental results indicate that LTC-UAD can reduce
the thrust force by 39% compared to conventional drilling.
Furthermore, LTC-UAD can decrease the delamination
and burr factors and improve the surface quality of the hole
wall. Thus, LTC-UAD is an applicable process method for
drilling components made with CFRP composites.

Keywords longitudinal–torsional coupled, ultrasonically
drilling, CFRP, thrust force, hole quality

1 Introduction

With the increasing requirement of high-strength and light-
weight materials in the aircraft manufacturing field, carbon

fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP) composites have been
widely applied in the manufacturing of structural and
functional components because of their good fatigue
resistance, high specific stiffness/strength, good shock
absorption, and other characteristics [1–3]. For instance,
approximately 50% of the main structural components of
Boeing 787 are made of CFRP composites [4]. In aircraft
manufacturing processes, composite components can
realize near-net shape manufacturing [5]. However,
millions of holes must be machined on them for bolt and
rivet connections to facilitate their assembly [6,7]. Thus,
CFRP drilling is indispensable, and the hole quality
directly affects the assembly quality of aircrafts. However,
the machinability of CFRP composites under the drilling is
extremely poor because of their inherent anisotropy, low
interlamination strength, and abrasive characteristics [8–
11]. Under the action of axial cutting force, serious defects,
such as delamination, tearing, burrs, and glass transition of
resin, are easily generated. Among them, delamination is
the primary threat because it deteriorates the mechanical
and fatigue strengths of the materials around the holes. In
addition, carbon fiber with high hardness has a severe
pressing and friction effect on the cutting edge and flank
surface of drills, resulting in shortened drill bit life.
Ultrasonic vibration assisted drilling (UAD) is a

compound machining method that combines ultrasonic
vibration assisted machining technology and conventional
drilling (CD) to improve the performance of drilling
difficult-to-cut materials [12]. In the UAD process, the
mechanical vibration with ultrasonic frequency is imposed
on the drill, changing the contact state between the cutting
edge and the workpiece from continuous contact to
discontinuous contact. The thrust force, torque, and
drilling temperature can be reduced by the micro-impact
of the cutting edge on the material, the improved
lubrication, and the reduced friction coefficient between
the cutting edge and the workpiece. Consequently, superior
drilling quality with less defects and low hole wall surface
roughness can be obtained [13–16].
In the existing research on the UAD of CFRP
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composites, longitudinal UAD (L-UAD) technology is
mainly used. Searches yield many studies related to hole
quality in the L-UAD of CFRP composites. Makhdum
et al. [17] compared the drilling performance of UAD and
CD and concluded that UAD generates reduced cutting
force and torque, good surface quality and improved
roundness, and low delamination factor but high cutting
temperature. Furthermore, the authors speculated that
UAD promotes the brittle-to-ductile transition in CFRP.
Sanda et al. [18] studied the drilling thrust force,
temperature, delamination, burrs, and surface quality in
the UAD of CFRP composites and Ti6Al4V. They reported
that each spindle speed has an optimal feed rate that
maximizes the impact of ultrasonic vibration. Moreover,
UAD performs better than CD.
Many studies [19–21] have proven that 2D ultrasonic

vibration performs better than CD in machining difficult-
to-cut materials. To improve the drilling performance,
some researchers developed the longitudinal–torsional
coupled UAD (LTC-UAD) by combining the 2D ultrasonic
vibration and CD. LTC-UAD is a 2D-UAD technology
that vibrates the drill along a 2D trajectory in the cutting
plane. Amini et al. [22] researched the reduction of thrust
force in the LTC-UAD of 7075-T6 aluminum alloy. They
concluded that LTC-UAD could lower the thrust force
significantly than CD and explained the reduction of thrust
force from the perspective of the chip and tool front angle.
Liu et al. [23] compared the longitudinal–torsional
vibration performance of horn with helical and straight
grooves through numerical simulation and experiment.
Their results show that both groove types can turn the
longitudinal ultrasonic vibration into LTC ultrasonic
vibration, but the horn with a helical groove can obtain a
larger torsional amplitude than that with a straight groove.
Niu et al. [24] developed a multi-objective optimization
model for process parameters in the LTC ultrasonic
vibration assisted milling of titanium alloy using non-
dominated sorting based algorithm II and verified the
model through milling experiments. Wang et al. [25]
carried out an experimental research on the thrust force in

rotary UAD (RUD) of ceramic matrix composites using
LTC core drills. Their results show that the thrust force
reduction of LTC-RUD can exceed 50% compared with
conventional RUD. Paktinat and Amini [26] conducted a
comparative research on the drilling of AISI 1045 using
CD, L-UAD, and LTC-UAD, adopting finite element
method and experimental method. They proved that LTC-
UAD has superior characteristics over L-UAD in the
aspects of thrust force, hole wall quality, drilling
temperature, and drill wear.
At present, LTC ultrasonic vibration assisted machining

technology is mainly used to mill and drill metal materials.
The research on the LTC-UAD of CFRP composites is
rare. Therefore, this research performed drilling experi-
ments on CFRP composites using a self-developed LTC-
UAD system and the L-UAD system to study the drilling
performance in terms of cutting force, hole defects, and
hole wall roughness.

2 Characteristics of LTC-UAD in kinematics

The schematics of CD, L-UAD, and LTC-UAD are shown
in Fig. 1. The motion of CD consists of the rotary and axial
feeding motions of the drill. L-UAD is formed by imposing
longitudinal ultrasonic vibration on the motion of CD. In
the process of LTC-UAD, as shown in Fig. 1(c), the drill is
not only rotating and axial feeding, but also carrying out
high-frequency vibration in the axial direction and
torsional vibration in the tangential direction. Conse-
quently, the drill makes a periodic variable motion in both
axial and tangential directions.
The actual rotating angle of the drill is the sum of the

rotating angle of the drill rotating with the spindle and the
rotating angle generated by the torsional vibration. The
rotation angle (φt) generated by torsional vibration in time t
can be calculated as follows:

φt ¼ φ0sinð2πft þ φ#Þ, (1)

where φ0 represents the angular amplitude of torsional

Fig. 1 Schematics of (a) CD, (b) L-UAD and (c) LTC-UAD.
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vibration, f represents the ultrasonic vibration frequency,
and φ# represents the phase difference between the
torsional and longitudinal vibrations.
The spindle rotates at constant speed, so the actual

rotation angle (φ) of the tool in time t is

φ ¼ ω0t þ φt, (2)

ω0 ¼ 2πn=60, (3)

where ω0 represents the rotating angular velocity of the
spindle, and n represents the spindle speed.
In summary, the motion trajectories of the main cutting

edge in LTC-UAD are expressed as follows:

x ¼ Rcos
�
2πnt=60þ φ0sinð2πft þ φ#Þ

�
,

y ¼ Rsin
�
2πnt=60þ φ0sinð2πft þ φ#Þ

�
,

z ¼ Ft þ Asinð2πftÞ,

8>>><
>>>:

(4)

where R represents the drill radius, F represents the feed
rate, and A represents the amplitude of ultrasonic vibration.

Figure 2 shows the trajectories of the optional point on
the main cutting edge of the drill in CD, L-UAD, and LTC-
UAD. The trajectories were plotted by MATLAB accord-
ing to the corresponding trajectory equations.

3 Experimental work

3.1 Experimental setup

The experiments were carried out on a three-axis computer
numerical control machining center (NHM800, Ninghua
Machine Tool Co., Ltd., China). As shown in Fig. 3, the
experimental setup includes the UAD and cutting force
measuring units. The UAD unit is the key part of the
experimental setup, which includes an ultrasonic gen-
erator, two kinds of UAD tool holder (i.e., LTC-UAD and
L-UAD), and a high-speed steel (HSS) twist drill. The
ultrasonic generator converts the conventional 50 Hz
electrical power to an ultrasonic frequency (≥20 kHz) AC
energy, which is transmitted to a piezoelectric transducer.

Fig. 2 Trajectories of optional point on the main cutting edge of the drill in (a) CD, (b) L-UAD, and (c) LTC-UAD.

Fig. 3 Experimental (a) schematic and (b) setup of UAD.
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The realization of LTC vibration is dependent on a horn
with a spiral groove. As shown in Fig. 4(b), the
longitudinal ultrasonic vibration produced by the transdu-
cer is amplified and converted to LTC vibration through the
spiral grooves on the horn. The torsional and longitudinal
vibration modes have the same resonant frequency and a
phase difference. The 0.4 amplitude ratio of torsional
vibration to longitudinal vibration was obtained using the
transient dynamics simulation module of ABAQUS. The
longitudinal amplitude of the drill can be measured by a
laser displacement measurement sensor (LJ-H025,
Keyence Co., Japan). Under different settings of the output
control of the ultrasonic generator, the amplitude of
longitudinal vibration can be adjusted from 0 to 12 mm.
A standard two-flute twist drill (HSS, TiN coated, f6 mm)
with a point angle of 118° and a helix angle of 33° was
used in the experiments.

3.2 Workpiece material

As shown in Fig. 5, a 5 mm thick T800 CFRP composites
plate was selected as the workpiece material in the
experiments, consisting of 28 plies of prepreg with a
stacking sequence of [–45/02/45/0/90/0]S2. The CFRP
composites plate was cut into 100 mm � 75 mm pieces.
The material physical properties of T800 prepreg are listed
in Table 1 [27].

3.3 Measurement and evaluation

A multicomponent dynamometer (9139AA, Kistler Instru-
mente AG, Switzerland) was used to record the thrust
forces during the experiments. The dynamometer converts
cutting forces into electrical signals, which are processed
by a multichannel charge amplifier (5080, Kistler Instru-
mente AG, Switzerland) and transformed and delivered to
the computer through an analog to digital converter card
(5697A1, Kistler Instrumente AG, Switzerland). The
digital force signals are further processed by Dynoware
and displayed on the computer screen. The measured thrust
force is the average of the actual thrust forces because the
sampling frequency of the dynamometer cannot keep up
with the frequency of ultrasonic vibration.
The defects include delamination, tearing, and burrs.

The delamination defects induced by the drilling process
reduce the surface integrity of composite materials and
thus affect the structural strength and stiffness of the
composite components. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 6(a),
the extent of delamination was evaluated by the delamina-
tion factor (FD), which is the ratio of the diameter (Ddel) of
the circle that encompasses the delamination area to the
nominal diameter (Dnom) of the drilled hole [28]. The 2D
burr factor (FB) shown in Fig. 6(b) was used to
quantitatively evaluate the burr defects at the hole exit,
which is the ratio of the area (Abu) of all burrs to the

Fig. 4 (a) L-vibration unit and (b) LTC-vibration unit.

Fig. 5 CFRP composites plate.

Table 1 Material physical properties of the T800 CFRP unidirectional plate [27]

Density Longitudinal Young’s modulus Longitudinal shear modulus Transverse Poisson’s ratio Tensile strength Compressive strength

2.7 g/cm3 160 GPa 6.21 GPa 0.36 2.843 GPa 1.553 GPa
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nominal area (Anom) of the drilled hole. The super depth of
the field microscope (VHX-600E, Keyence Co., Japan)
was applied to observe the hole exit morphology of the
drilled hole and measure the burr diameters (Ddel) and
areas (Abu) using the built-in measurement function.

FD ¼ Ddel=Dnom, (5)

FB ¼ Abu=Anom: (6)

Finally, the drilled holes were cut along its axis,
applying a diamond wire saw machine and the micro-
morphology of the hole wall, including carbon fibers, and
the resin matrix was observed with a scanning electron
microscope (Q45, Fei Co., USA). The Tyler Hopson
surface profiler (CLI2000, Taylor Hobson Ltd., UK) was
selected to measure the surface roughness of hole wall
based on contact measurement principles. The surface
roughness measurements were taken on the middle of the
hole wall, and the sampling length was set to 3 mm to
avoid the influence of inlet and outlet defects on the values
of hole wall roughness.

3.4 Experimental design

Each group of experimental parameters was applied under
LTC-UAD, L-UAD, and CD conditions using the LTC-
UAD and L-UAD tool holders. The CD experiments could
be carried out using the L-UAD tool holder when the
ultrasonic generator was turned off. The spindle speed was
set to 2000 r/min for all of the drilling experiments. The
feed rate was set to 0.005, 0.01, 0.015, and 0.02 mm/r. The
single factor method was adopted in the experiments. All
machining parameters used in the drilling procedures are

listed in Table 2. To ensure the repeatability of the
experimental results, each group of experiments was
repeated thrice. One drill was used to machine only one
hole to avoid the effect of tool wear on the experimental
results.

4 Results and discussion

4.1 Thrust forces

The thrust forces imposed on the workpiece by the cutting
edge were recorded for CD, L-UAD, and LTC-UAD. The
typical variation curves of the thrust forces with the cutting
time under three conditions are shown in Fig. 7. The
variation process of thrust force generally consists of three
stages. In the stage of entering, the contact length between
the workpiece and the main cutting edge increases with the
feeding of the drill. Consequently, the thrust force
increases gradually until the maximum value is reached.
In the stage of stable drilling, the main cutting edge of the
drill has completely penetrated the material, and the drill
continues moving forward. The fluctuation of thrust force
is relatively stable, and the maximum value of thrust force
is obtained at this stage. At the end of the stable drilling
stage, the supporting stiffness of the hole bottom material
gradually weakens as the thickness of the uncut layers
below the drill gradually decreases with the advance of the
drill, and the material deforms under the thrust force
induced by the drill. Therefore, the thrust force presents a
steady downward trend. When the drill tip reaches the exit
region of the hole, that is, in the stage of exiting, the drill
begins to drill through the material, and the contact length
between the workpiece and the main cutting edge

Fig. 6 Schematics of (a) delamination factor (FD) and (b) burr factor (FB).

Table 2 Experimental parameters

Spindle speed, n Feed rate, F Ultrasonic frequency, f Longitudinal amplitude, AL Torsional amplitude, AT

2000 r/min 0.005, 0.01, 0.015,
and 0.02 mm/r

28.5 kHz 12 mm 4.8 mm
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gradually declines, so the thrust force drops rapidly. When
the drill completely drills out the material, the thrust force
becomes zero.
The maximum thrust force obtained from the measured

data is taken as the final thrust force in each group of
experiments. Figure 8 shows the variation trend of thrust
force with time at different feed rates when the spindle
speed is 2000 r/min. The modes of ultrasonic vibration can
greatly affect the magnitude of the thrust force. The thrust
forces under all three conditions show an increasing
tendency with the feed rate. Given the existence of
ultrasonic vibration, the thrust forces in L-UAD and
LTC-UAD are distinctly lower than that in CD, and the
maximum percentage of thrust force drop in LTC-UAD
reaches 39% compared to that in CD. Many studies
[12,17,18] have reported that L-UAD can significantly
reduce the thrust force of drilling. Unlike L-UAD, the main
cutting edge in LTC-UAD exerts a high-frequency
intermittent impact on the hole bottom material in both

longitudinal and tangential directions. The removal of
CFRP composites is mainly accomplished by the cutting
action of the main cutting edge in the tangential direction,
while the axial movement continuously feeds the drill.
Therefore, the torsional vibration of the drill in the
tangential direction is more conducive to the removal of
the carbon fiber by shear fracture, and the shear strength of
the carbon fiber is much lower than its tensile strength,
decreasing the thrust force and improving the hole quality.

4.2 Delamination and burrs

With the feeding movement of the drill, the supporting
stiffness of the uncut layers at the exit side gradually
decreases. Therefore, the delamination defects near the
hole exit are more prone to occur under the action of thrust
force. Figure 9 depicts the effect of feed rate on the
delamination factors (FD) obtained when drilling CFRP
composites in CD, L-UAD, and LTC-UAD. The delamina-
tion factors of the three drilling processes increase with the
feed rate. Obviously, L-UAD and LTC-UAD contribute to
reducing the value of FD compared to CD, and LTC-UAD
obtains the largest reduction in delamination factor FD

through suppressing the thrust force, which is consistent
with the results of thrust forces recorded in Fig. 8. The
small thrust force helps suppress the generation of
delamination defects in CFRP composites.
The burr factor (FB) was calculated at different feed rates

for the holes drilled by CD, L-UAD, and LTC-UAD. As
shown in Fig. 10, L-UAD and LTC-UAD induce less exit
burrs than CD, and the burr factor calculated for LTC-UAD
is lower than that for L-UAD at the same drilling
parameters. The relationship between the feed rate and
the burr factor is positively correlated under the three
conditions because the increasing feed rate produces a
larger thrust force, which results in larger burrs.

Fig. 7 Thrust forces vs. time for CD, L-UAD, and LTC-UAD
(n = 2000 r/min, F = 0.005 mm/r).

Fig. 8 Effect of feed rate on the thrust force in CD, L-UAD and
LTC-UAD of CFRP.

Fig. 9 Effect of feed rate on the delamination factors of hole exit
by CD, L-UAD, and LTC-UAD.
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4.3 Surface roughness of the hole wall

The arithmetic mean deviation (Ra) parameter, which is
widely applied in surface quality evaluation, was chosen to
evaluate the surface roughness of hole wall in all
experiments. All surface roughness values obtained after
CD, L-UAD, and LTC-UAD at different feed rates are
presented in Fig. 11. The surface roughness values of the
hole wall drilled by L-UAD and LTC-UAD are much
lower than those by CD, which is consistent with the
results of other research [29]. Notably, LTC-UAD can
produce a better hole wall quality with a lower surface
roughness than L-UAD. The improvement of roughness
can be explained by the polishing effect, which is
generated by the multiple movements of the side edges
of the drill, including the conventional drilling movement
and the high-frequency longitudinal and torsional vibra-
tions.

4.4 Hole surface morphology

Figure 12 shows the micro-morphologies of the hole wall
drilled by CD, L-UAD, and LTC-UAD at 500� magni-

fication. Ultrasonic vibration modes have a significant
influence on the micro-morphology of the drilled hole
wall. In the absence of resin adhesion, the fibers that have
been cut remain bare, resulting in the deterioration of the
hole wall quality and many bare fibers on the hole wall in
CD as shown in Fig. 12(a). Figure 12(b) shows the resin
adhesion phenomenon on the hole wall in L-UAD and
shallow cavities. As shown in Fig. 12(c), most areas of the
hole wall in LTC-UAD are coated with resin, while only
few cavities can be seen on the hole wall. Furthermore,
unlike that of the hole wall in L-UAD and CD, the micro-
morphology of the hole wall in LTC-UAD is relatively
smooth. The obvious difference in the micro-morphology
of hole wall above can be attributed to the fact that side
edge of the drill in LTC-UAD is subjected to high-
frequency longitudinal and torsional vibrations, which
produce the repeated scraping effect of the side edge on the
hole wall. Consequently, the resin is evenly coated on the
hole wall, covering the cavities formed by fiber pulling and
fiber/resin debonding. Therefore, the quality of the hole
wall is relatively higher.
Figure 13 presents the micro-morphology of the CFRP

hole surfaces drilled by CD, L-UAD, and LTC-UAD at

Fig. 10 Effect of feed rate on the burr factors of hole exit by CD,
L-UAD, and LTC-UAD.

Fig. 11 Effect of feed rate on the surface roughness of the hole
wall drilled by CD, L-UAD and LTC-UAD.

Fig. 12 SEM images of CFRP hole wall drilled by (a) CD, (b) L-UAD, (c) LTC-UAD (n = 2000 r/min, F = 0.005 mm/r, 500�).
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3000� magnification. As shown in Fig. 13(a), some small
cavities are formed on the hole wall under the large cutting
force in CD with the removal of the material, and the fibers
interlace each other under the action of the main cutting
edge, producing a poor surface quality. Figure 13(b) shows
fiber fracture, cracks, and segments on the hole wall in L-
UAD, while the carbon fibers are partly surrounded by
resin. Thus, L-UAD can obtain better hole quality than CD.
Figure 13(c) indicates that a relative flat fracturing
cross section of fiber can be obtained in LTC-UAD. The
fibers on the hole wall are surrounded by resin and
arranged evenly without fiber cracks and segments,
indicating a hole wall with high quality.

5 Conclusions

In this work, drilling experiments were performed on
CFRP composites using a self-developed LTC-UAD
system and the L-UAD system to study their drilling
performance in terms of thrust force, hole defects, hole
wall roughness, and surface morphology. The main
conclusions are as follows:
1) The kinematic equations of LTC-UAD were estab-

lished by taking the actual rotating angle as the
intermediate variable, and the kinematic characteristics of
LTC-UAD were analyzed. LTC ultrasonic vibration
produces the drill periodic variable motion in both axial
and tangential directions, and the torsional vibration of the
drill in the tangential direction is more conducive to the
removal of the carbon fiber by shear fracture, which
contributes to reducing the thrust force and improving the
drilling quality of CFRP composites.
2) LTC-UAD and L-UAD contribute to the reduction of

thrust force, and a significant reduction of thrust force by
LTC-UAD (i.e., maximum of 39%) was obtained com-
pared to that of CD because the LTC vibration of the
cutting edge helps remove the carbon fiber through the
shear fracture mode and change the contacting state
between the cutting edge and the materials from
continuous contact to discontinuous contact.

3) LTC-UAD can obtain lower delamination and burr
factors and better surface quality of the hole wall than L-
UAD and CD, indicating that LTC-UAD can effectively
suppress the hole defects of the CFRP composites induced
by drilling.
4) The holes drilled by LTC-UAD show high quality of

the hole wall. Resin adhesion is conducive to improving
the quality of the hole wall, and the torsional vibration of
the side edge of the drill in LTC-UAD helps strengthen the
effect of resin adhesion.
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